ADDING A HISTORICAL DENTAL PROCEDURE

In RPMS depending on your menu set up in go to IHS Core menu

Select Systems Manager Menu Option: **IHS IHS Core**

- ADT  ADT Menu ...
- ASG  ABBREVIATED SCHEDULING GROUP ...
- BMX  BMXNet Management ...
- CST  Consult Service Menu ...
- ECMM  RPMS-EHR Configuration Master Menu ...
- ER  Emergency Room System ...
- GPR+  IHS Clinical Reporting System (CRS) Main Menu ...
- ICD  ICD-9 Auto-Coding System ...
- IIMM  Immunization Interchange Management Menu ...
- IMM  Immunization Menu ...
- LBL  Print Patient Label Sheet
- MHSS  Behavioral Health Information System ...
- MR  Medical records scan
- **PCC**  Patient Care Component ...
- PCMN  Manager's Menu for Encounter Forms ...
- PCPR  Print Forms ...
- PIHS  IHS-Specific Pharmacy Options ...
- PRV  Add/Edit Providers
- QMAN  Q-Man (PCC Query Utility)
- RAD  Rad/Nuc Med Total System Menu ...
- RCIS  Referred Care Information System ...
- REG  Patient registration ...
- RES  Results menu ...
- SCHM  Scheduling Menu ...
- TIUC  Progress Notes/Discharge Summary [TIU] ...
- TIUM  TIU Menu for Medical Records ...
- VEN  New Encounter Form ...
- VPR  View Patient Record
- WH  Women's Health Menu ...
- eht  Patient Health Summary
- Systems Manager Menu ...
- View patient's registration data
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- MHS  Generate Multiple Health Summaries
- SCAN  SCAN the patient files ...
- VIEW  View patient's registration data
- BHS  Build Health Summary ...
- ICD  ICD-9 Auto-Coding System ...
- eht  Patient Health Summary
- DRG  DRG Grouper
- MGR  PCC Manager Menu ...
- BRW  Browse Health Summary
- DSP  Display Data for a Specific Patient Visit
- HS  Generate Health Summary
- HS1  Health Summary Menu ...
**PCC Management Reports...**

**Print Patient Wellness Handout**

**> Out of order: Use APCH PWH GENERATE PWH option**

**Search Template System...**

**Health Summary Displaying CMS Register(s)**

**Taxonomy System...**

---

Select Patient Care Component Option: **DEM**

---

**PCC Data Entry Module**

---

Select Patient Care Data Entry Menu Option: **UPD** Update Patient Related/Non Visit Data...

---

Select Update Patient Related/Non Visit Data Option: **HDI** Enter Historical or Non Visit Related Patient Data

---

Select **PATIENT NAME**: *ZANY* → Enter the name of the patient you are entering data on

1 ZANY, ADOLESCENT FEMALE <CWAD> F 02-24-1998 XXX-XX-5687 CL 26571

<Unresolved potential duplicate>
**WARNING***
***RESTRICTED RECORD***
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* This record is protected by the Privacy Act of 1974 & Health Insurance*  
* Portability & Accountability Act of 1996. If you elect to proceed, you*  
* must prove you have a need to know. Access to this patient is tracked*  
* and your Security Officer will contact you for your justification.   *

Do you want to continue processing this patient record? No// Y (Yes) ← if you get  
the warning still say yes to enter  
Ok? Yes// (Yes)

**Also if the patient chart has flags you will be asked if you want to view them then  
default is yes. Hit enter and view the flags if you change it to no, you will be  
returned to the beginning and have to start over.

Select LOCATION NAME: ???
← you can do a ?? to see the list of options or you can  
just time in the name of you facility or facility number  
if you know it

Select LOCATION NAME: CASS
1   CASS LAKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL   BEMIDJI   GREATER LEECH LAKE
51
2   CASS LAKE HIGH SCHOOL   BEMIDJI   GREATER LEECH LAKE  52

Press <RETURN> to see more, '^' to exit this list, OR

CHOOSE 1-5: 3 CASS LAKE HOSPITAL   ← this is the name of the facility chosen


Patient Name: ZANY, ADULT FEMALE  DOB: FEB 24, 1980  Sex: F  HRN: 26577
Date of Update: Aug 25, 2011 ← this restates the patient being updated  
And the date

This is the screen where you choose the historical data being entered.
1) Family History  16) Historical Exam   31) Problem Note  
2) Personal History  17) Historical ADA codes  32) Remove Problem  
3) History of Surgery  18) Hist. Immunization  33) Inactivate Problem  
4) Offspring History  19) HCPT   34) Activate Problem  
5) Historical BS  20) Hist Measurement  35) Remove Problem Note  
6) Historical CBC  21) Historical Radiology  36) Change Note Narrative  
7) Historical FOBT  22) Historical Skin Test  37) Modify Problem  
8) Hist. Sigmoidoscopy  23) Outside RX Entry  38) Future Appointment  
9) Historical BE  24) Historical RX  39) Blood Type  
11) Historical Hematocrit  26) EDC  41) Health Status
Add which visit item(s): (1-42): then you will be asked which Item to add
Since we want Historical ADA Code you will Type in # 17 here

Adding Historical ADA codes

Enter Date of Historical ADA: 070111 (JUL 01, 2011) (JUL 01, 2011@12:00)
Creating PCC Visit... Type in the date of the historical Dental visit.

TYPE: I/ ?? do ??? to see options or just type in O for other

IHS- The type of visit. Differentiates between various categories of visit types. E.g. A visit provided by contract care funds versus a visit directing provided by IHS. I-IHS, C-Contract, V-VA, O-Other, 6-638 Program.
Choose from:
I IHS
C CONTRACT
T TRIBE-NON 638/NON-COMPACT
O OTHER
6 TRIBE-638 PROGRAM
V VA
P TRIBE-COMPACTED TRIBAL PROGRAM
U URBAN CLINIC
S STATE

TYPE: I/ OTHER
Select LOCATION NAME: ? again type in the name of your facility again

3 CASS LAKE HOSPITAL BEMIDJI GREATER LEECH LAKE 01
MN 8069
Enter ADA CODE: D1206 ?? the system knows that you are entering a dental code so if you place the D before the number it won’t recognize it. So leave the D off

Enter ADA CODE: 1206 TOPICAL FLUORIDE VARNISH; THERAPEUTIC APPLICATION FOR MODERATE TO HIGH CARIES RISK PATIENTS
NO. OF UNITS: 1 you will be asked to enter the number of units type in 1
The system will return to the screen where you can choose my historical data to enter if you have none to enter just type in Q to quit.


Patient Name: ZANY, ADULT FEMALE    DOB: FEB 24, 1980    Sex: F    HRN: 26577
Date of Update: Aug 25, 2011

1) Family History       16) Historical Exam       31) Problem Note
2) Personal History      17) Historical ADA codes    32) Remove Problem
3) History of Surgery    18) Hist. Immunization     33) Inactivate Problem
4) Offspring History     19) HCPT                      34) Activate Problem
5) Historical BS         20) Hist Measurement       35) Remove Problem Note
6) Historical CBC        21) Historical Radiology    36) Change Note Narrative
7) Historical FOBT       22) Historical Skin Test    37) Modify Problem
8) Hist. Sigmoidoscopy   23) Outside RX Entry       38) Future Appointment
9) Historical BE         24) Historical RX          39) Blood Type
11) Historical Hematocrit 26) EDC                 41) Health Status
12) Historical Lab Test   27) LMP                    42) Under. Cause Death
13) Historical Pap Smear  28) Family Plan Method   
14) Historical UA        29) Reproductive Factors   
+ Enter ?? for more actions
14) Historical UA        29) Reproductive Factors   
+ Enter ?? for more actions
AD    Add Item       DE    Delete Item                 PL  Problem List Update
MD    Modify Item     HS    Health Summary               Q   Quit
Select Action: AD//Q